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Preface
The infinite we do now,
the finite will have to wait a little.
Paul Erdős
The idea for this volume was formed at the workshop on infinite graphs we organized at the Banff International
Research Station (BIRS) in October 2007. The subject matter has come a long way since König’s lemma, and today has
many connections to other areas of mathematics (algebra, logic, set theory, topology). Infinite graph theory has seen some
spectacular advances in recent years, and it continues to attract the attention of some of the best combinatorialists. Yet, it
is perhaps because of its diversity that conferences on infinite graph theory are rare, and books or volumes dedicated to
it even more so. The last volume on infinite graphs was the collection of invited papers, Directions in Infinite Graph Theory
and Combinatorics, edited by Diestel and published in 1992, fifteen years before the Banff meeting and eighteen before the
present collection. The only recent book on graph theory that treats infinite graphs in any depth is Diestel’s Graph theory.
Given the fact that writing on infinite graphs is scattered, we felt that a volume that surveys the current state of affairs
would be welcome, and that the format should, again, be that of invited surveys and a few research papers. We are pleased
with the authoritative surveys written specifically for this volume, and as pleased with some excellent invited research
papers dedicated to it by their authors. We hope that the curious will find here much to ponder, perhaps a starting point to
new research. We also hope that the next meeting and the next journal issue on infinite graphs will happen sooner than in
fifteen years.
Wewould like to thank BIRS and all those that support its workshop activities – Alberta’sMinistry of Advanced Education
and Technology and national research funding agencies of Canada (NSERC), United States (NSF), and Mexico (CONACYT) –
for the opportunity to hold the workshop. All the referees must be thanked for their (sometimes considerable) time. And,
last but certainly not least, we wish to thank all the authors who not only accepted the invitation, but also followed through
and contributed their work to this volume.
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